transformed by dreams has an adequate basis to believe in
revelation.
3. **Redemption:** Science has not redeemed man. Joseph's dreams
did redeem him. Had he gone to a modern therapist, taken
some drugs, and been taught to live with other people without
dominating them ("bowing" = "power"), Joseph would never
have been cured or redeemed; rather his symptoms would
have been controlled. But Joseph transformed his personality,
redeemed himself, and saved the entire world through
his prophetic approach to dreams. To achieve redemption we
must reactivate our religion's interest in dreams.
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Rethinking Conjoined Twins

Jonathan K. Crane

In the Beginning

It is a truism that human bodies come in many shapes and sizes.
It is no less true that Judaic legal and homiletical sources speak
about normal, abnormal, and idealized human forms. Many of
the texts addressing abnormal physical bodies wrestle with what
it means to be a legal subject, or more precisely, what a human
subject is and what a human subject should look like. This struggle
is especially apparent in recent considerations of conjoined
twins, a discourse primarily peopled by Orthodox bioethicists.
Curiously, this conversation about conjoined twins functions
with certain assumptions that appear reasonable at first glance
but further reflection reveals dangers—not only to human bod-
ies but also to the Judaic textual tradition itself. These tensions
between physical phenomena and Judaic norms reflect a larger,
ongoing debate about the interrelationship between science and
Judaism generally.

Before turning to the modern discourse about conjoined twins,
the famous midrash about the first primordial human merits re-
membering. According to the Rabbis this first human creature had
two faces, one male and the other female.¹ One face looked ahead
and the other behind, not unlike the two-faced Roman god Janus
who presides over beginnings and transitions.² A version claims
that not only was the original human diprosopus (two-faced), it
also had two spinal columns; or perhaps it was androgynous inso-
far as it had both male and female sexual organs.³ Such theories of
the primordial human express an early Rabbinic impulse to appreci-
ate the phenomenological diversity of human morphology. Even
more, these theories insist that this diversity was the first manifestation of divinely created humankind. As such they are closer to the divine will than the human singularities with which we are so accustomed, with our but one set of limbs, one torso, and one head. Polymorphism thus raises interesting if not critical theological and legal questions.

Then There Were Two

That human beings are not always born as embodied singularities has long been acknowledged in the Judaic textual tradition, as evidenced from biblical and Rabbinic discussions of congenital deformities. One kind of abnormal birth configuration is that of conjoined twins. Conjoined twins can exist in any number of configurations wherein visceras, organs, and even nervous systems are seemingly shared between what some think as two distinct people. Especially since Ambroise Paré, the famous sixteenth-century French physician, this shared flesh was viewed as an opportunity to develop and practice innovative surgical techniques of separation. Legal and ethical thinking endorsed such interventions primarily because the one, or perhaps two, entities once cleaved apart would better conform to existing notions of human form and function. Indeed, a recent British court endorsed surgical separation because it would promote “the bodily integrity and human dignity which is the right of each of them.”

Contemporary Jewish scholarship on conjoined twins has predominantly joined this bandwagon by employing legal and ethical constructs that favor separation of conjoined twins. To support this goal of physical division, such luminaries as J. David Bleich, Mordechai Halperin, Moshe Feinstein, Avraham Steinberg, and Moshe Tendler repeatedly invoke two traditional tropes: the concept of the rodef and the incident with Sheva ben Bichri. Each trope, they argue, is sufficiently similar to that of conjoined twins to be analogous and thus brought into the overall conversation. And moreover, they assume that these analogies can and should have normative suasion in the conversation. This raises the question, however, of whether these tropes are indeed analogous and if it is jurisprudentially appropriate to ascribe to them normative powers when the subject matter is conjoined twins.

Pursuit

Take, for example, the notion of the rodef (a pursuer with lethal intent). The rodef’s roots are biblical, its branches Rabbinic, and its leaves have drifted into myriad of modern ethical and legal deliberations. The upshot of the rodef concept is that if someone pursues another with lethal intent, it is permissible, preferable, and in some cases required to intervene to save the intended victim; this intervention may be injurious and even lethal if need be. A superficial look at the rodef legislation reveals its ready applicability to lethal conflicts between distinct parties, ranging from personal fights to international warfare, and perhaps even to terrorism. The impulse to invoke this concept in biomedical deliberations has Talmudic foundations, as the Rabbis use it when considering whose life to save in a difficult birth—the mother’s or the emerging child’s. Yet, is it reasonable to rely upon the concept of the rodef to calculate what to do with neonate conjoined twins, that is, twins already outside the womb?

In his discussion of conjoined twins in which he assumes “the girls were separate human beings with their own brains and nervous systems,” Moshe Tendler uses the rodef concept to differentiate between a fetus that is completely dependent on the mother for its existence from an independently breathing neonate. In the former instance it would be impermissible to favor the fetus over the mother; the fetus may be eliminated to save the mother. In the latter case, however, the child’s independent circulatory and respiratory systems afford the child “full rights and privileges of an adult. The most important of these privileges is the right to life.” Tendler reasons that, “surely it is the fetal status of dependency on the mother that justifies the sacrifice of fetal life to save maternal life.” Given the situation in which conjoined twins share a heart that cannot sustain both, he concludes: “Without the attempted separation, both would surely die, and therefore in halakhic terminology we classify the baby that had no independent survival, Baby A, as the pursuer rodef, as if she were pursuing her sister and threatening her life.” This therefore justifies surgically separating Baby A from Baby B so the latter could have a better chance of survival. Baby A, the doctors said, could not be saved without and certainly with the separation surgery.

This analogy suffers faulty logic, however. The Judaic legal tradition defines a rodef as a distinct person who intends lethal harm.
upon another distinct person or persons; hence the term pursuer.12 Even if we disregard the notion of intent when considering a fetus, a child emerging in the birth canal could be called a rodeif only after achieving cardiovascular activity independent of the mother. As Baby A had no independent cardiovascular activity, much less capacity for such, Baby A was wholly dependent on Baby B. Insofar as Baby A's existence was inseparable from Baby B's, Baby A was not and could not be considered a distinct being "full of rights and privileges of an adult," including the opportunity to fit the formal definition of a rodeif.

Other scholars offer a different way to utilize the rodeif analogy. Mordechai Halperin argues that perhaps Baby A and Baby B were mutual pursuers.13 If this were the case, medical intervention in favor of one or the other would be prohibited. Yet the case was not of equal pursuers: Baby A was wholly reliant upon Baby B and thus posed a greater threat to Baby B's survivability. Without getting into the details of this or any other case, the calculus using the rodeif concept would go as follows. Insofar as Baby A's prospects for living post-operation were negligible compared to Baby B's, Halperin concludes: "then Baby A poses a greater danger to Baby B than Baby B to Baby A. Baby A is therefore considered a pursuer and we may and must separate the twins, thereby killing Baby A, in order to save Baby B." Such draconian consequentialist calculus that maximizes lived life, however, abandons a central and critical principle invoked among contemporary Jewish bioethicists: that every moment of human life is sacred and is of infinite value. This calculus apparently values purported quantity of life over quality of life, that is, the inherent quality—not experienced quality.14 It remains unstated in Halperin's essay why or whether the rodeif concept can or should trump this principle.

J. David Bleich is also suspicious of using the rodeif analogy to justify surgical intervention. In his view, because Baby A and Baby B shared a six-chambered heart they were a case of mutual pursuers, which therefore prohibited intervention. The only situation in which one baby or the other could "be judged to be a pursuer [was] if the heart can be shown to belong to one twin exclusively, [then] the second is, in effect, a parasite."15 But since both Baby A and Baby B shared DNA, it could be said the heart was either's; and since proximity between a head and an organ does not automatically indicate "ownership" among conjoined twins, it was medically inconclusive who "owned" the heart.16 The only way to salvage the rodeif analogy was to declare by fiat that one baby did not have a heart at all and thus was—"in effect" but not in fact—a parasite; excising a parasite would be halachically permissible if not required.

Yet this reasoning simultaneously requires and denies medical evidence. On the one hand it requires knowing if the heart could be successfully located in either Baby A or Baby B. If it could, then ownership would only be clarified in the process of surgery, not beforehand. If it could not, then ownership was clear before operation and the "heartless" twin would be an excisable parasite. And at the same time this logic had to reject medical evidence. Insofar as before operation Baby A and Baby B undoubtedly shared the entire organ, they were joint "owners" of the heart and both benefited from it. Declaring that one or the other was not an "owner" of, or had no legitimate biological claim upon, the heart could only be made by denying medical facts.

Another level of critique may be levied against the rodeif analogy. The rodeif concept applies both (1) to self-defense against a lethal pursuer, and (2) to intervention to save an intended victim from a lethal pursuer. Obviously it would be unreasonable to invoke rules about self-defense insofar as neonates cannot conscientiously obey (or disobey) rules.17 In regard to intervention, the question then is whether intervention is justifiable when it cannot be ascertained definitively (medically or halachically) whether the conjoined twins pursue each other in anything but in equal degrees.18 Since in this case it is impossible to ascertain with any certainty which twin is the greater pursuer, the rule is not to intervene.19 Moreover, recall that the overarching assumption of rodeif legislation is that the pursuer and the pursued are ab initio two distinct beings. So, in fact, the rodeif analogy cannot reasonably apply to conjoined twins because they are not distinct and already separate persons; and, in theory, it cannot apply because the nature of pursuit in this case is unclear.

Designate

The other major analogy brought to bear on conjoined twins is a narrative from the Jerusalem Talmud.20 Heathens encircled a group of traveling Israelites and threatened, "Give us one of your
company and we shall kill him; if not, we will kill all of you.” The Talmud concludes that the group should rather be killed than send forth any individual for certain death. The story continues: If the heathens specify someone, such as Sheva ben Bichri, the group may deliver him so that the group would not be killed. Rabbi Shimon ben Lakish maintains this deliverance is justified only if the intended victim is already deserving of the death penalty.21 Rabbi Yohanan disagrees: the guilt of the named victim is irrelevant; that he was singled out by name is what matters.22

It is methodologically curious that Orthodox bioethicists would invoke this narrative of social politics to create a bioethical norm. As Bleich claims, there is the principle “that halakhic matters are not subject to determination on the basis of aggadic statements.”23 This principle aside, Tendler asserts that “from this story is derived a halakhic ruling,” which is that “it is clear . . . it was permissible to sacrifice one [baby] in order to save the other,” and he points to the Rama who links the story of Sheva ben Bichri to a fetus to ground his methodological claim.24 Insofar as a fetus “did not have a chance to live, there would be no problem about killing it to save the mother, because the absence of any hope that the fetus could survive, and not the mother, makes it as if this individual were designated for death.”25 This logic leads Tendler to conclude that the weaker conjoined twin “has been designated for death, and therefore it is permissible to hasten that death in order to save the life of the sister.” This logic equates one of the conjoined twins with a mother and one with an unborn fetus, equations that defy the double fact that neither conjoined twin is a mother nor in utero.26 And, moreover, Tendler insists that Rambam’s interpretation, which follows Shimon ben Lakish’s requirement of prior guilt, is the more appropriate analogy than Yohanan’s. That is, the weaker twin should be viewed as already guilty of a capital crime, and delivering her to the heathens merely hastens her inevitable demise.27

Some scholars salvage the relevance of the Sheva ben Bichri narrative by invoking the notion of mutual pursuit. Just as the heathens are pursuers of Sheva ben Bichri, he is also a pursuer of his fellow travelers. This is because his very presence among them exposes them to the heathen’s lethal threat were they not to deliver him over to the heathens. Yet this also means that the group itself is a pursuer of Sheva ben Bichri insofar as the group could deliver him to his certain death. The way out of this threefold mutual pursuit is to focus on life expectancy. Regardless of what happens, Sheva ben Bichri’s life expectancy is short; the group’s could be long were he delivered. By inversely transposing life expectancy into threat, the logic runs as follows: “Although both parties [Sheva ben Bichri and the group] are pursuers, the [designated] victim [Sheva ben Bichri] poses a threat to the others that is qualitatively greater than their threat to him. Elimination of the designated victim rather than allowing the others to be put to death results in a net gain in the qualitative category of life preserved.”28 Halperin concludes this logic forcefully: The weaker twin “is unquestionably considered a pursuer and in order to save [the other] we may and must separate the twins . . . Therefore her life should be ended in an effort to save the life of [the other].”29 Akin to the consequentialist calculus with pursuit, this logic adduces to itself the capacity to ascertain different life expectancies and then render a lethal normative conclusion for the lesser of the two. This flies in the face of the fact that even physicians caring for these conjoined twins were uncertain about life expectancy were they to operate and even if they were not to operate; not only was there uncertainty among individual doctors, there was substantial disagreement between them.30

Yet the Talmudic interpretation of the narrative of Sheva ben Bichri does not end here. As Bleich notes, the Talmud refers to R. Joshua ben Levi who instructed a town harboring a fugitive to turn that person over to the marauding heathens so that the town would be saved from siege. Whereas beforehand Elijah frequented Joshua ben Levi’s, he now absented himself from visiting the rabbi. Distressed, Joshua ben Levi fasted until Elijah finally reappeared with the retort, “Shall I reveal myself to a betrayer!” Ben Levi protested that he was merely acting according to the law, to which Elijah rhetorically responded, “Is this the law of the pious?”31 This story means to Bleich that although an action may be legally defensible, “it is a course of action that a person possessing a keenly honed moral sensitivity should eschew as repugnant.”32 Put differently, this narrative about Sheva ben Bichri simultaneously establishes a norm that is best not followed. Why, then, do some ethicists invoke this story to construct a bioethical norm?

In addition to these textual difficulties, a more profound challenge is the assumption embedded in the Sheva ben Bichri
narrative. Sheva ben Bichri is but one individual, distinct and clearly identifiable from the others who surround him. Not only can he be singled out, he can be separated from the group without harming the integrity of the other people comprising the group. Such assumed human form, however, meets with difficulty the realities of conjoined twins whose morphologies defy clearly identifying one from the other. How reasonable is it, then, to impose this narrative that presupposes certain, singular, human forms upon humans whose bodies would become singular only after surgery? As it stands, applying this narrative to conjoined twins is anachronistic insofar as it puts the proverbial cart before the horse, the conclusion before the beginning, the final—and supposedly idealized—human form before the initial, or given, form.

But Then There Was One

Insofar as it is jurisprudentially difficult to justify invoking either analogy (rodeif or Sheva ben Bichri) when considering conjoined twins, might there be other elements of the Judaic textual tradition that could offer normative guidance for these abnormal phenomena? Whereas the rodeif and Sheva ben Bichri analogies stretch—even contort—the textual tradition, there are other sources that could better inform contemporary Jewish deliberation about conjoined twins. Just as there are midrashic stories about the original human being that fathom and even commend diverse human morphologies, other texts exist that speak explicitly about conjoined twins that could serve as sources for constructing norms regarding them.

The Rabbis consider diverse human morphologies as early as the Mishnah. Regarding the biblical gibben (Lev. 21:20) and why it disqualifies someone from being a priest, the second-century Palestinian Tanna R. Chanina ben Antigonus asserts that a gibben is someone with two backs and a double spinal cord. The Gemara discusses the plausibility of this understanding of gibben by invoking a position articulated by the second-century Babylonian Amora Rav in regard to an aborted offspring of a woman that has two backs and spinal cords. There, Rav rules that such a birth does not assign ritual impurity to the woman as would a birth of a normal child. His friend and adversary, R. Shmuel, disagrees: If a woman births an entity with two backs and spinal cords, it is a valid birth and she accrues the appropriate ritual impurity. When these two sages dispute, Rav’s opinion trumps in matters of ritual but in regard to civil issues the ruling accords with Shmuel. Returning to the gibben debate, it is logical that Rav’s opinion and not Shmuel’s is repeated because the discussion there is about fitness to serve as a priest.

The disagreement between Rav and Shmuel warrants closer scrutiny, however. They disagree in regard to their contemporary Babylonian Amora R. Channin bar Abba’s interpretation of the biblical sh’suah (Deut. 14:7), a characteristic of animals prohibited for consumption—often understood as cloven hooves. According to Channin bar Abba, the sh’esuah refers to a creature that has two backs and two spinal cords. In Rav’s view, no such creature exists in the world; the eating prohibition must therefore pertain to animals that have such abnormal fetuses within them. Shmuel, by contrast, says that such double-backed creatures do exist in the world, and that the eating prohibition must regard sh’esuah generally but not to double-backed fetuses found within otherwise normal kosher animals. Rabbi Shimi bar Chiya—Rav’s grandson, prodigy, and medical care provider—disagrees with his senior colleagues by reciting the teaching by Chanina ben Antigonus, albeit slightly altered from the Mishnaic version noted above: An animal with both two backs and spinal cords is unfit for service. Nonetheless, such a creature can survive. This counters Rav’s opinion that no such creature exists, much less persists. Indeed a bit later on, Rav insists that even if such a creature could emerge from a woman, it would not survive even eight days and be circumcised, thus obviating the woman from the tamei associated with a birth of a normal, healthy boy.

It is clear thus far that despite Rav’s protestations, sages in both Palestine and Babylon had encountered or at least heard of human offspring with two backs and spinal columns. Even if such offspring could exist and survive, it would not be eligible to serve in ritual matters, according to Rav.

The question of survival is taken seriously in another Talmudic discussion regarding tfillin. The second-century Palestinian Tanna Pelimo asks Judah haNasi, “If a man has two heads, on which of them does he place tfillin?” Judah haNasi responded harshly, “Either rise and go into exile, or accept upon yourself excommunication.” While the Tosafot defend Judah HaNasi by saying that no such thing exists in the world, the sugya immediately
recites an incident, itself suggesting historical fact, of a man who has sired a two-headed child and now inquires how much money he is required to give to the kohein to redeem his offspring. An elder concludes that he should give twice the usual amount for one child, reflecting a presumption that a two-headed offspring is tantamount to two distinct humans who were born simultaneously. This conclusion is challenged by the observation that neonates who die within the first thirty days do not oblige the parents to pay for their redemption from the kohein. The only way to understand the elder’s position is that for conjoined twins God based the mitzvah of redemption on head count, not survival of a month.

These questions of tefillin and redemption reject the assumption that conjoined twins are automatically two distinct persons, and the Tosafot seemingly agree. After declaring that no such creature exists in the world, the Tosafot says, “but, there is a midrash: Ashmedai took from below the earth a man with two heads and brought him before King Solomon. He married a woman and sired several normal children, one of which also had two heads. When it came time to divide his inheritance, the two-headed child requested two portions. The case came before King Solomon.” Though the Tosafot ends here, the midrash it refers to continues: Solomon constructed a test to discern whether the two-headed child is one person or two distinct persons. He had hot water poured on one head to see if it would evince a response in the other. If there was no response, then the offspring comprised two distinct persons; if there was a cry from the other head, then the offspring was but one. As both heads cried out in pain, Solomon ruled that the offspring was a singleton and warranted only one inheritance portion. The sixteenth-century collection, Shitah Mekubetzet, composed by Bazel lel Abraham Ashkenazi, extracts the norm from this midrash: the conjoined twins “are a single offspring with two heads, and they shall be judged only as a single person.”

A conundrum remains. On the one hand the Gemara seemingly insists that conjoined twins should be viewed as two distinct people, albeit with shared flesh. Later tradents would rather view and rule such twins as a single person. One way to reconcile these positions is to observe that the Gemara speaks specifically about redemption from Temple service, that is, ritual matters, and the others—based on Solomon’s test—refer to inheritance, or civil matters. It is tempting to relate this to the earlier dispute between Rav and Shmuel and deduce that Rav views conjoined twins as two people, albeit deformed and thus disqualified from service, and Shmuel sees conjoined twins as a singleton. Such a conclusion, however, projects inappropriately upon Rav, for he does not explicitly declare that the reason for barring conjoined twins from service is because they are two deformed distinct humans. It could as easily be claimed that he views conjoined twins as a conglomerate singleton, as would Shmuel, but a singleton whose deformities disqualify him from service nonetheless.

Indeed, throughout these classic texts the opinion seems to be that conjoined twins—whether they exist only in theory, or only briefly, or in the fullness of human longevity—are to be viewed as singletons, albeit with complex legal ramifications. While this position may not be upheld in every instance of concorporation of humans living in a combined unit, it would be wrong to presume that it is never appropriate. For there are some twins, like Krista and Tatiana Hogan, whose thalami are connected, enabling one to sense what the other feels and perhaps even think the other’s thoughts. In many ways they manifest distinct personalities though their bodily connections suggest a singular, complex, being.

Refashioning B’tzelem Elohim

The prevailing Jewish bioethical opinion about conjoined twins favors surgical separation, and it supports this conclusion by invoking rationales that, ab initio, presume human physiques conjoined twins do not already embody. It promotes invasive cutting and severing and sewing physical bodies to conform to the law’s preconceived notions of human form and function. In a way it uses the law to cut human flesh as would a cookie cutter. As such, this methodology privileges law over creature.

The Judaic textual tradition, however, does not insist that particular legal assumptions about human form must always prevail. Indeed, the many sources that speak about concorporation neither automatically nor even eventually want to force idiosyncratic human existence into a generic shape and size. The plasticity of human biology, including the rare instances of conjoined twins, is reflected well in the theological notion of b’tzelem Elohim. Elohim, simultaneously a plural and singular noun, suggests that most any
b'zelem would, or at least could, be similarly complex. A close look at Genesis 1:26–27 supports this reading, insofar as the verbs and subjects blur singular and plural. The distinction of human sexes (Gen. 1:27) is subsequent to the initial creation of the conglomerate human (see also Gen. 5:1–2). So, too, does Genesis 2:22–23 endorse this reading, for from the original man woman was surgically separated and fashioned. Though it is biologically impossible for conjoined twins to be sexually different, the force of the biblical text is not lost: Singular divine multiplicity is reflected in human ontological complexity. Human singularity as we now know it is a theologically and ontologically later form of being. Might this suggest that creatureliness should transcend humanly interpreted law?

Then again, it could be argued, and rightly so, that the few sources addressing concorporation are insufficient for all scenarios regarding conjoined twins. Extracting norms from these scant foundations for the ever-expanding array of social, political, and economic complexity—not to mention ritual and medical issues—surrounding concorporation would be akin to hanging a mountainous legal corpus on a thread (Mishnah Chagigah 1.8). On the other hand, it is undeniable that these sources do exist in the textual tradition and may, in fact, be better suited to address some of the complex needs of conjoined twins than sources presupposing other kinds of bodies. Why, for example, does Bleich review many of these twin texts but immediately abandons them so as to develop a convoluted apologetic for his teacher’s musings? Though the answer may be a matter of deference, it still raises the bioethical question: why rely upon analogies that are so dissimilar both explicitly and implicitly to the issue at hand, instead of sources that are obviously relevant in text if not context? 86

Bioethicists who take seriously both the Judaic textual tradition and the complexities of human existence would do well to do several things simultaneously when thinking about conjoined twins. First, they should defend why certain analogies like the rodef and Sheva ben Bichri are more relevant than others. Identifying the principles (deference aside) that mandate including seemingly far-fetched analogies when more similar ones are readily at hand is part and parcel to this effort. Second, once the relevance of certain analogies has been reasonably established, the salience of certain details therein must also be defended. It is unclear, for example, why some ethicists focus on the Sheva ben Bichri story without considering its conclusion, which, as Bleich rightfully points out, encourages supererogation. Only in this transparent way can the analogical reasoning quintessential to Jewish bioethical discourse be both defensible philosophically and sensitive to the complexities of human existence. Moreover, such a methodology would protect the integrity of the Judaic textual tradition itself from being ripped and contorted to shape abnormal circumstances.

Ontologically, humans are borne—thecologically as well as biologically—complex. It makes only reasonable sense, then, to think about humans and to construct (legal) norms regarding them, using assumptions that reflect this fleshy complexity. Perhaps a better bioethical methodology regarding conjoined twins is one that joins together texts that speak of conjoined twins as well as those that could speak to their circumstances.
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